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GAUSS-MANIN CONNECTIONS FOR ARRANGEMENTS, II
NONRESONANT WEIGHTS
DANIEL C. COHEN† AND PETER ORLIK‡
Abstract. We study the Gauss-Manin connection for the moduli space of
an arrangement of complex hyperplanes in the cohomology of a nonresonant
complex rank one local system. Aomoto and Kita determined this Gauss-
Manin connection for arrangements in general position. We use their results
and an algorithm constructed in this paper to determine this Gauss-Manin
connection for all arrangements.
1. Introduction
Let A = {H1, . . . , Hn} be an arrangement of n ordered hyperplanes in Cℓ, and
let L be a local system of coefficients on M = M(A) = Cℓ \
⋃n
j=1Hj , the comple-
ment of A. The need to calculate the local system cohomology H∗(M;L) arises in
various contexts. For instance, local systems may be used to study the Milnor fiber
of the non-isolated hypersurface singularity at the origin obtained by coning the
arrangement, see [7, 5]. In mathematical physics, local systems on complements of
arrangements arise in the Aomoto-Gelfand theory of multivariable hypergeometric
integrals [2, 12, 18] and the representation theory of Lie algebras and quantum
groups. These considerations lead to solutions of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov dif-
ferential equation from conformal field theory, see [21, 23]. Here a central problem
is the determination of the Gauss-Manin connection on H∗(M;L) for certain ar-
rangements, and certain local systems.
A complex rank one local system on M is determined by a collection of weights
λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Cn. Associated to λ, we have a representation ρ : π1(M)→ C∗,
given by γj 7→ exp(−2π iλj) for any meridian loop γj about the hyperplane Hj of
A, and an associated rank one local system L on M. Several authors have consid-
ered Gauss-Manin connections with various conditions on the weights: Aomoto [1],
Schechtman and Varchenko [21, 23], and Kaneko [15] studied discriminantal ar-
rangements; Kanarek [14] studied the connection arising when a single hyperplane
in the arrangement is allowed to move; Aomoto and Kita [2] determined the Gauss-
Manin connection matrices for general position arrangements; and Terao [22] com-
puted these connection matrices for a larger class of arrangements. In this paper, we
determine Gauss-Manin connection matrices for all arrangements and all weights
λ which satisfy the nonresonance condition (STV) of [20] stated in Theorem 6.1.
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Given weights λ, we used stratified Morse theory in [3, 4] to construct a complex
K•(A) which computes H∗(M;L). This construction is reviewed in Section 2. In
Section 3, we compactify A by adding the infinite hyperplane Hn+1 to obtain the
projective closure A∞ ⊆ CP
ℓ. Two arrangements are said to have the same combi-
natorial type if there is an order-preserving isomorphism between their intersection
posets. If T is the combinatorial type of A, we denote by ind(T ) and dep(T ) the
independence and dependence sets of T . These consist of all ℓ+ 1 element subsets
of [n + 1] = {1, 2, . . . , n + 1} for which the corresponding hyperplanes in A∞ are
independent, and dependent, respectively.
The sets ind(T ) and dep(T ) may be used to describe the moduli space of all
arrangements of type T , defined and investigated by Terao in [22]. Let B(T ) be
a smooth, connected component of this moduli space. There is a fiber bundle
π : M(T ) → B(T ). The fibers of this bundle, π−1(x) = Mx, are complements of
arrangementsAx of type T , so they are diffeomorphic toM since B(T ) is connected.
Since the bundle π : M(T ) → B(T ) is locally trivial, there is an associated vector
bundle πq : Hq → B(T ), with fiber (πq)−1(x) = Hq(Mx;Lx) at x ∈ B(T ) for
each q, 0 ≤ q ≤ ℓ. The transition functions of this vector bundle are locally
constant. Fixing a basepoint x ∈ B(T ), the operation of parallel translation of
fibers over curves in B(T ) in the vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ) provides a complex
representation
ΨqT : π1(B(T ),x) −→ AutC(H
q(Mx;Lx)).(1.1)
A key idea in this paper is to extract information about arbitrary arrangements
using information about general position arrangements. Let G denote the combina-
torial type of a general position arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ, so dep(G) = ∅.
Let B(G) be its moduli space, y ∈ B(G), Bn,ℓ
y
the corresponding arrangement, with
complement En,ℓ
y
= M(Bn,ℓ
y
). In Section 4, we compare the representation (1.1)
with the analogous representation ΨqG : π1(B(G),y) → AutC(H
q(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)). To
this end, we introduce a space Y(T ) which contains B(T ) and B(G) as disjoint
subspaces. Let iT : B(G)→ Y(T ) and jT : B(T )→ Y(T ) denote the natural inclu-
sions. Given γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), we show that there is a compatible Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y),
a loop for which the homology classes [γ] and [Γ] satisfy (iT )∗([Γ]) = (jT )∗([γ]).
For compatible loops, the automorphisms ΨqT (γ) and Ψ
q
G(Γ) are related by
sq
x
◦ΨqG(Γ) ∼ Ψ
q
T (γ) ◦ s
q
x
.(1.2)
Here sq
x
: Hq(M(Bn,ℓ
y
);Ly) → Hq(M(Ax);Lx) is the map in local system coho-
mology induced by a certain chain map s•
x
: K•(Bn,ℓ
y
) → K•(Ax), and ∼ denotes
equality up to conjugacy.
These compatible classes are studied further in Section 5. The moduli space B(G)
of general position arrangements is the complement of a divisor D(G) =
⋃
J DJ in
(CPℓ)n. The components DJ of this divisor are irreducible hypersurfaces indexed
by ℓ+1 element subsets J of [n+1]. For each such J , let ΓJ be a meridian loop in
B(G) about a generic point in DJ . We prove that the homology group H1(B(G)) is
generated by the classes [ΓJ ]. Note that ΓJ is a loop in Y(T ) for any combinatorial
type T since B(G) ⊆ Y(T ). We say that the type T covers T ′ if B(T ′) has complex
codimension one in the closure B(T ). If γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) is a simple loop in B(T )
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about a generic point in B(T ′), we show that the homology class [γ] satisfies
(jT )∗([γ]) =
∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )
mJ · [ΓJ ],(1.3)
where dep(T ′, T ) = dep(T ′) \ dep(T ), and mJ is the order of vanishing of the
restriction of a defining polynomial for DJ to B(T ) along B(T ′).
If L is a nontrivial rank one local system on the complement En,ℓ of a general posi-
tion arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ, then the cohomologyHq(En,ℓ;L) vanishes
in all dimensions q except possibly q = ℓ. For an arbitrary arrangement A, a collec-
tion of weights λ and the corresponding local system L are called nonresonant if the
cohomologyHq(M;L) vanishes in all dimensions q except possibly q = ℓ. We review
the (STV)-condition for T –nonresonance [20] and the βnbc basis for the nonvanish-
ing group [11] in Section 6. We show that for T –nonresonant weights λ, the chain
map s• : K•(Bn,ℓ)→ K•(A) induces a surjection sℓ : Hℓ(En,ℓ,L)։ Hℓ(M;L).
The vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ), with fiber (πq)−1(x) = Hq(Mx;Lx) at
x ∈ B(T ), supports a Gauss-Manin connection corresponding to the representation
(1.1). We study this connection in Section 7 for T –nonresonant weights, where
only q = ℓ is relevant. Let γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) be represented by g : S1 → B(T ). A
connection matrix, ΩT (γ), for the induced connection on the pullback of the vector
bundle πℓ : Hℓ → B(T ) along g is called a Gauss-Manin connection matrix. Let
Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) be a loop whose homology class is given by (1.3) above, [Γ] =∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )mJ · [ΓJ ]. Then γ and Γ are compatible, and it follows from (1.2)
that sℓ
x
◦ ΨℓG(Γ) ∼ Ψ
ℓ
T (γ) ◦ s
ℓ
x
. Since the homomorphism sℓ
x
: Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
,Ly) →
Hℓ(Mx;Lx) is surjective for T –nonresonant weights, this determines the Gauss-
Manin connection matrix ΩT (γ).
Aomoto and Kita [2] obtained explicit formulas for the Gauss-Manin connection
matrices ΩG(ΓJ) in the case of general position arrangements, see also [18]. We
combine our results with these formulas to obtain the main result of this paper.
It is a combinatorial algorithm for calculating Gauss-Manin connection matrices
for an arbitrary combinatorial type T , and T –nonresonant weights, in terms of
those for the type G of general position arrangements. Let T be a combinatorial
type which covers the type T ′. Let γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) a simple loop in B(T ) about a
generic point in B(T ′). We agree to write ΩT (T ′) in place of ΩT (γ) in this situation.
Similarly, we write ΩG(J) in place of ΩG(ΓJ). Fix T –nonresonant (and hence G–
nonresonant) weights λ. For x ∈ B(T ) and y ∈ B(G), the corresponding local
system cohomology groups of the fibers, Hq(Mx;Lx) andHq(En,ℓy ;Ly), depend only
on the combinatorial types T and G and vanish for q 6= ℓ. So we writeHℓ(Mx;Lx) =
Hℓ(T ) and Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) = Hℓ(G). This notation makes it clear that the Gauss-
Manin connection matrix ΩT (T ′) depends only on the combinatorial types involved.
The matrix ΩT (T ′) is obtained by the combinatorial formula recorded below.
Theorem. Let T be a combinatorial type which covers the type T ′. Let λ be a
collection of T –nonresonant weights, and let P (T ) be the matrix of the surjection
Hℓ(G) ։ Hℓ(T ) in the respective βnbc bases. Then a Gauss-Manin connection
matrix ΩT (T ′) is determined by the matrix equation
P (T ) · ΩT (T
′) =
( ∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )
mJ · ΩG(J)
)
· P (T ).
Illustrations of the algorithm provided by this result are given in Section 8.
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2. Preliminary Results
In this section, we record a number of results concerning a fixed arrangement.
We use notation and results from [17, 18].
Let A = {H1, . . . , Hn} be an arrangement of n ordered hyperplanes in Cℓ. As-
sume that the first ℓ hyperplanes of A are linearly independent, so A is essen-
tial. Choose coordinates u1, . . . , uℓ for C
ℓ, and for each hyperplane Hj of A, let
αj = αj(u1, . . . , uℓ) be a linear polynomial such that Hj is defined by the vanishing
of αj . Then Q(A) =
∏n
j=1 αj(u1, . . . , uℓ) is a defining polynomial for A, and the
complement M =M(A) is given by M = Cℓ \
⋃n
j=1Hj = C
ℓ \Q(A)−1(0).
Choose coordinates u1, . . . , un for C
n, and consider the arrangement Bn in Cn
defined by Q(Bn) =
∏ℓ
j=1 αj(u1, . . . , uℓ)
∏n
j=ℓ+1 uj. Since the first ℓ hyperplanes
of A are linearly independent, Bn is an arrangement of n linearly independent
hyperplanes in Cn, a Boolean arrangement, and the complement En = M(Bn) =
(C∗)n is the complex n-torus. Define s : Cℓ → Cn by
s(u1, . . . , uℓ) = (u1, . . . , uℓ, αℓ+1(u1, . . . , uℓ), . . . , αn(u1, . . . , uℓ)) .(2.1)
Then s : M→ En, and we have the following.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an essential arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ. Then
the complement M of A is an affine section of the complex n-torus En.
Let A(A) be the Orlik-Solomon algebra of A, generated by one dimensional
classes aj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. It is the quotient of the exterior algebra generated by
these classes by a homogeneous ideal, hence a finite dimensional graded C-algebra.
There is an isomorphism of graded algebras H∗(M;C) ≃ A(A). In particular,
dimAq(A) = bq(A) where bq(A) = dimHq(M;C) denotes the q-th Betti number of
M with trivial local coefficients C.
This construction is realized topologically by the map s : M→ En defined above.
The cohomology H∗(En;C) is an exterior algebra, generated by classes aj dual to
meridian loops γj about the hyperplanes of Bn (respectively A), and one can show
that the map s induces a surjection
A(Bn) ≃ H∗(En;C)
s∗
−−→ H∗(M;C) ≃ A(A)
in (de Rham) cohomology.
Let Bn,ℓ be a general position arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ, a generic
ℓ-dimensional section of the Boolean arrangement Bn in Cn. The Orlik-Solomon
algebra A(Bn,ℓ) is the rank ℓ truncation of the exterior algebra A(Bn). We have
Aq(Bn,ℓ) = Aq(Bn) for q ≤ ℓ and Aq(Bn,ℓ) = 0 for q > ℓ. The complement of
the arrangement A in Cℓ has the homotopy type of an ℓ-dimensional complex,
so the cohomology of the complement vanishes in higher dimensions, Hq(M;C) =
Aq(A) = 0 for q > ℓ. These facts yield the following result.
Proposition 2.2. The map s : M→ En induces a surjection s∗ : A(Bn,ℓ)։ A(A).
A collection of weights λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Cn gives rise to compatible rank one
local systems on the complements En, En,ℓ, andM of the arrangements Bn, Bn,ℓ, and
A as follows. Associated to λ, there is a rank one representation ρ : π1(En) → C∗
given by γj 7→ exp(−2π iλj) for any meridian loop γj about the j-th hyperplane
of Bn, and a corresponding rank one local system L on En. Let s : M → En and
σ : En,ℓ → En be the maps from Proposition 2.1 realizing M and En,ℓ as sections of
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E
n. Via these maps, there are induced local systems on M and En,ℓ corresponding
to representations of π1(M) and π1(E
n,ℓ) defined as above. For brevity, we also use
L to denote these local systems.
One can use stratified Morse theory to construct a cochain complex K•(A),
the cohomology of which is naturally isomorphic to the local system cohomology
H∗(M;L), see [3, 4]. Briefly, let ∅ = F−1 ⊂ F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fℓ = Cℓ be a
flag in Cℓ which is transverse to the arrangement A, and let Mq = Fq ∩ M for
each q. Let Kq = Kq(A) = Hq(Mq,Mq−1;L), and let ∆q : Hq(Mq,Mq−1;L) →
Hq+1(Mq+1,Mq;L) be the boundary homomorphism of the triple (Mq+1,Mq,Mq−1).
Theorem 2.3 ([3]).
1. For each q, 0 ≤ q ≤ ℓ, we have Hi(Mq,Mq−1;L) = 0 if i 6= q, and
dimCH
q(Mq,Mq−1;L) = bq(A) is equal to the q-th Betti number of M with
trivial local coefficients C.
2. The system of complex vector spaces and linear maps (K•,∆•),
K0
∆0
−−−→ K1
∆1
−−−→ K2 −−→ · · · −−→ Kℓ−1
∆ℓ−1
−−−−→ Kℓ,
is a complex (∆q+1 ◦∆q = 0). The cohomology of this complex is naturally
isomorphic to H∗(M;L), the cohomology of M with coefficients in L.
3. Moduli Spaces
We now consider families of arrangements with a given combinatorial type. Fix
a pair (ℓ, n) with n ≥ ℓ ≥ 1. We consider (multi-)arrangements of n ordered hyper-
planes in Cℓ. We assume that the arrangement A contains ℓ linearly independent
hyperplanes and that these are the first ℓ in the linear order. Let u1, . . . , uℓ be the
coordinates of Cℓ. Choose linear polynomials αi = xi,0+
∑ℓ
j=1 xi,juj (i = 1, . . . , n)
which define the hyperplanes of A. Note that the matrix (xi,j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ is
invertible by assumption.
We embed the arrangement in projective space and add the hyperplane at infinity
as last in the ordering, Hn+1. The moduli space of all arrangements combinatorially
equivalent to A may be viewed as the set of matrices
x =

x1,0 x1,1 · · · x1,ℓ
x2,0 x2,1 · · · x2,ℓ
...
...
. . .
...
xn,0 xn,1 · · · xn,ℓ
1 0 · · · 0
(3.1)
whose rows are elements of CPℓ, and whose (ℓ+ 1)× (ℓ+ 1) minors satisfy certain
dependency conditions, see [18, Prop. 9.2.2]. Given an ℓ + 1 element subset I
of [n + 1] := {1, . . . , n, n + 1}, let ∆I = ∆I(x) denote the determinant of the
submatrix of x with rows specified by I. Corresponding to each such x, we have an
arrangementAx, with hyperplanes defined by the first n rows of the matrix equation
x · u˜ = 0, where u˜ =
(
1 u1 · · · uℓ
)⊤
, that is combinatorially equivalent to A.
Let Mx =M(Ax) be the complement of Ax.
Let T denote the combinatorial type of the arrangement A, and let B(T ) denote
a smooth, connected component of the moduli space of all arrangements of type T .
Let
M(T ) = {(x, u) ∈ (CPℓ)n × Cℓ | x ∈ B(T ) and u ∈ Mx},
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and define πT : M(T ) → B(T ) by πT (x, u) = x. A result of Randell [19] implies
that πT : M(T ) → B(T ) is a bundle, with fiber π
−1
T (x) = Mx, the complement of
the arrangement defined by x ∈ B(T ).
We now construct a number of spaces and bundles related to the moduli space
B(T ). For any combinatorial type T , let ind(T ) denote the set of all ℓ+ 1 element
subsets I = {i1, . . . , iℓ+1} of [n+ 1] for which ∆I 6= 0 in type T . If T is realizable,
ind(T ) is the set of all subsets I for which {Hi1 , . . . , Hiℓ+1} is linearly independent
in the projective closure of an arrangement A of type T . Similarly, let dep(T ) be
the set of all ℓ+ 1 element subsets J of [n+ 1] for which ∆J = 0 in type T .
Given a type T , let
Y(T ) = {x ∈ (CPℓ)n | ∆I(x) 6= 0 for I ∈ ind(T )}.
Then the moduli space B(T ) may be realized as
B(T ) = {x ∈ Y(T ) | ∆J (x) = 0 for J ∈ dep(T )}.
Note that if G is the type of a general position arrangement, then dep(G) = ∅,
so B(G) = Y(G). For any type T , the moduli space B(G) of all general position
arrangements may be realized as
B(G) = {x ∈ Y(T ) | ∆J (x) 6= 0 for J ∈ dep(T )}.
If T 6= G, then B(T ) and B(G) are disjoint subspaces of Y(T ). Let iT : B(G)→ Y(T )
and jT : B(T )→ Y(T ) denote the natural inclusions.
Let I0 = {1, . . . , ℓ, n + 1}, and define T0 by ind(T0) = {I0}. Then B(T0) is the
moduli space of all multi-arrangements with {H1, . . . , Hℓ, Hn+1} linearly indepen-
dent. Given x ∈ B(T0), let Bnx denote the Boolean arrangement of n hyperplanes
in Cn with defining polynomial Q(Bn
x
) given by
Q(Bn
x
) =
ℓ∏
i=1
(xi,0 + xi,1u1 + · · ·+ xi,ℓuℓ)
n∏
i=ℓ+1
ui,
where u1, . . . , uℓ, uℓ+1, . . . , un are the coordinates for C
n. Let En
x
= Cn\Q(Bn
x
)−1(0)
be the complement of the arrangement Bn
x
. Note that En
x
∼= (C∗)n is a complex
n-torus. Define
E(T0) = {(x, u) ∈ (CP
ℓ)n × Cn | x ∈ Y(T0) and u ∈ E
n
x
}.
Proposition 3.1. The natural map pT0 : E(T0) → Y(T0) defined by pT0(x, u) = x
is a fiber bundle projection, with fiber the complex n-torus p−1T0 (x) = E
n
x
.
Proof. This may be established using the Thom Isotopy Lemma by modifying the
argument given by Randell [19]. 
For each type T for which I0 ∈ ind(T ), let kT : Y(T ) → Y(T0) denote the
natural inclusion. Recall that jT : B(T ) → Y(T ) denotes the inclusion of the
moduli space of T in Y(T ). By pulling back the above bundle along the inclusion
maps kT : Y(T ) → Y(T0) and kT ◦ jT : B(T ) → Y(T0), we obtain bundles over
Y(T ) and B(T ), with fiber the complex n-torus.
Denote these bundles by
pT : E(T )→ Y(T ) and p
′
T : E
′(T )→ B(T )
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respectively. The total spaces of these bundles may be realized as
E(T ) = {(x, u) ∈ (CPℓ)n × Cn | x ∈ Y(T ) and u ∈ En
x
} and
E
′(T ) = {(x, u) ∈ (CPℓ)n × Cn | x ∈ B(T ) and u ∈ En
x
}.
The bundle p′T : E
′(T )→ B(T ) and the moduli space bundle πT : M(T )→ B(T )
are related as follows.
Proposition 3.2. There is a bundle map S : M(T )→ E′(T ) covering the identity
map of B(T ).
Proof. Let x ∈ B(T ). Corresponding to x, we have an arrangement Ax of type T
in Cℓ, and a Boolean arrangement Bn
x
in Cn. These arrangements have defining
polynomials
Q(Ax) =
ℓ∏
i=1
(xi,0 + xi,1u1 + · · ·+ xi,ℓuℓ)
n∏
i=ℓ+1
(xi,0 + xi,1u1 + · · ·+ xi,ℓuℓ) and
Q(Bn
x
) =
ℓ∏
i=1
(xi,0 + xi,1u1 + · · ·+ xi,ℓuℓ)
n∏
i=ℓ+1
ui,
where u1, . . . , uℓ are coordinates for C
ℓ and u1, . . . , un are coordinates for C
n. It
follows that the map Cℓ → Cn, (u1, . . . , uℓ) 7→ (u1, . . . , uℓ, αℓ+1, . . . , αn), defined in
(2.1) restricts to a map s
x
: Mx → Enx of the complement of Ax to the complement
of Bn
x
, see Proposition 2.1. Defining S : M(T ) → E′(T ) by S(x, u) = (x, s
x
(u))
yields the desired bundle map. 
4. Representations
Let A be an essential arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ of combinatorial
type T , and let B(T ) be a smooth, connected component of the corresponding
moduli space. For each x ∈ B(T ), a collection of complex weights λ = (λ1, . . . , λn)
determines a rank one local system Lx on the complement Mx of the arrangement
Ax, with monodromy exp(−2π iλj) about the hyperplane Hj ∈ Ax.
Since the fiber bundle π : M(T )→ B(T ) is locally trivial, there is an associated
vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ), with fiber (πq)−1(x) = Hq(Mx;Lx) at x ∈ B(T )
for each q, 0 ≤ q ≤ ℓ. The transition functions of this vector bundle are locally
constant. Fixing a basepoint x ∈ B(T ), the operation of parallel translation of
fibers over curves in B(T ) in the vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ) provides a complex
representation
Ψq : π1(B(T ),x) −→ AutC(H
q(Mx;Lx)).(4.1)
Write Ψq = ΨqT to indicate the dependence of this representation on the type T .
By Theorem 2.3, the local system cohomology of Mx may be computed using
the Morse theoretic complex K•(Ax). The fundmental group of B(T ) acts by chain
automorphisms on this complex, see [6, Cor. 3.2], yielding a representation
Φ• : π1(B(T ),x) −→ AutC(K
•(Ax)).(4.2)
As above, write Φ• = Φ•T to indicate the dependence of this representation on the
combinatorial type T .
Theorem 4.1 ([6]). The representation ΨqT : π1(B(T ),x)→ AutC(H
q(Mx;Lx)) is
induced by the representation Φ•T : π1(B(T ),x)→ AutC(K
•(Ax)).
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The constructions of the previous section provide additional representations of
the fundamental group of B(T ). Recall that I0 = {1, . . . , ℓ, n+1}, and assume I0 ∈
ind(T ). Then there is a bundle p′T : E
′(T )→ B(T ), with fiber En
x
, the complement
of the Boolean arrangement Bn
x
in Cn. Recall also that the the weights λ give rise
to a local system on En
x
, which we also denote by Lx since it is compatible with
the local system on Mx. As above, the fundamental group of B(T ) acts by chain
automorphisms on the cochain complex K•(Bn
x
) associated with this arrangement,
yielding a representation
Φ˜•T : π1(B(T ),x) −→ AutC(K
•(Bn
x
)).(4.3)
By Proposition 3.2, there is a bundle map s : M(T )→ E′(T ), which restricts to
sx : Mx → Enx on fibers. The map sx induces a chain map s
•
x
: K•(Bn
x
)→ K•(Ax),
see [4, Prop. 2.11], which is compatible with the representations Φ•T and Φ˜
•
T of
(4.2) and (4.3) in the following sense.
Proposition 4.2. For each γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), there is a commutative diagram
K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)yΦ˜•T (γ) yΦ•T (γ)
K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)
Remark 4.3. Recall that G denotes the combinatorial type of a general position
arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ. If y ∈ B(G) is a point in the moduli space of
all such arrangements, let Bn,ℓ
y
denote the corresponding arrangement. The above
discussion, when applied to the arrangement Bn,ℓ
y
, yields the following commutative
diagram
K•(Bn
y
)
σ•
y
−−−−→ K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)yΦ˜•G(Γ) yΦ•G(Γ)
K•(Bn
y
)
σ•
y
−−−−→ K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)
(4.4)
where Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) and σ•y : K
•(Bn
y
) → K•(Bn,ℓ
y
) is the chain map induced by
the bundle map σ : M(G)→ E′(G) of Proposition 3.2 in this particular case.
The complement En,ℓ
y
= M(Bn,ℓ
y
) of the general position arrangement Bn,ℓ
y
may
be realized as a generic ℓ-dimensional section of the complement En
y
= M(Bn
y
) of
the Boolean arrangement Bn
y
, and the map σy : E
n,ℓ
y
→ En
y
as the inclusion of
this generic section. In the notation established in the construction of the Morse
theoretic complex K• preceding Theorem 2.3, we have En,ℓ
y
= Fℓ ∩ En
y
. From this
construction, it is clear that the complex K•(Bn,ℓ
y
) is the rank ℓ truncation of the
complex K•(Bn
y
):
Kq(Bn,ℓ
y
) =
{
Kq(Bn
y
) if q ≤ ℓ,
0 if q > ℓ,
and σq
y
=
{
id : Kq(Bn
y
)→ Kq(Bn
y
) if q ≤ ℓ,
0 if q > ℓ.
See [3, §7] and [4, Ex. 2.7] for explicit constructions of these complexes.
The following is a consequence of the above discussion.
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Proposition 4.4. The representations Φ•G : π1(B(G),y) → AutC(K
•(Bn,ℓ
y
)) and
Φ˜•G : π1(B(G),y)→ AutC(K
•(Bn
y
)) satisfy ΦqG = Φ˜
q
G for q ≤ ℓ.
Now recall the bundle pT : E(T ) → Y(T ), with fiber Enx = M(B
n
x
), and the
inclusion map jT : B(T ) → Y(T ) from Section 3. As discussed above, an element
γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) induces a chain automorphism Φ˜•T (γ) of the cochain complex
K•(Bn
x
). Let g : S1 → B(T ) be a loop representing γ. Then jT ◦ g : S1 → Y(T )
is a loop representing an element, say ξ ∈ π1(Y(T ),x), and ξ also induces a chain
automorphism of the complex K•(Bn
x
), which we denote by Ξ•(γ).
Lemma 4.5. The chain automorphisms Φ˜•T (γ) and Ξ
•(γ) of the complex K•(Bn
x
)
coincide, Φ˜•T (γ) = Ξ
•(γ).
Proof. Let g∗(p′T ) denote the pullback of the bundle p
′
T : E
′(T )→ B(T ) along the
map g : S1 → B(T ), and let (jT ◦ g)∗(pT ) be the pullback of pT : E(T ) → Y(T )
along jT ◦ g : S1 → Y(T ). The chain automorphisms Φ˜•T (γ) and Ξ
•(γ) are induced
by the monodromies of the bundles g∗(p′T ) and (jT ◦g)
∗(pT ) respectively. Checking
that these two bundles are identical, we conclude that the two monodromies are
the same. The result follows. 
For any combinatorial type T , there is an inclusion iT : B(G) → Y(T ) of the
moduli space B(G) = Y(G) of all general position arrangements in the space Y(T ).
More generally, if S and T are types satisfying ind(T ) ⊆ ind(S), there is an inclusion
iS,T : Y(S)→ Y(T ).
Proposition 4.6. If S and T are combinatorial types with ind(T ) ⊆ ind(S), the
map (iS,T )∗ : H1(Y(S))→ H1(Y(T )) induced by the inclusion iS,T : Y(S)→ Y(T )
is surjective.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where ind(S) = ind(T ) ∪ {J} for some J =
{j1, . . . , jℓ+1} ⊂ [n+ 1] with J /∈ ind(T ). Let TJ be the type with ind(TJ ) = {J},
and let U = Y(T ) and V = Y(TJ ) = (CP
ℓ)n \ {∆J = 0}. Then U ∩ V = Y(S),
and U ∪ V = (CPℓ)n \
⋃k
q=1
(
{∆Iq = 0} ∩ {∆J = 0}
)
, where ind(T ) = {I1, . . . , Ik}.
Since {∆Iq = 0}∩{∆J = 0} is of complex codimension two in (CP
ℓ)n for each q, the
inclusion of U ∪ V in (CPℓ)n induces an isomorphism H1(U ∪ V )
∼
−→ H1((CP
ℓ)n).
Thus H1(U ∪ V ) = 0. With these observations, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in
homology is of the form
· · · → H2(U ∪ V )→ H1(Y(S))→ H1(Y(T ))⊕H1(Y(TJ ))→ H1(U ∪ V ) = 0.
Since the map H1(Y(S)) ։ H1(Y(T )) ⊕H1(Y(TJ )) is given by ((iS,T )∗, (iS,TJ )∗),
the result follows. 
Corollary 4.7. For any combinatorial type T , the inclusion iT : B(G) → Y(T )
induces a surjection (iT )∗ : H1(B(G))→ H1(Y(T )).
The above results provide a means for comparing the representations
Φ•T : π1(B(T ),x)→ AutC(K
•(Ax)) and Φ
•
G : π1(B(G),y) → AutC(K
•(Bn,ℓ
y
),
corresponding to an arbitrary arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ and a general
position arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ.
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Theorem 4.8. Let T be a combinatorial type with I0 ∈ ind(T ). Let Ax be an
arrangement of type T , corresponding to a point x ∈ B(T ). Let Bn,ℓ
y
be a general
position arrangement, corresponding to a point y ∈ B(G). Then for any element
γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), there is an element Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) so that the diagram
K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)yΦ•G(Γ) yΦ•T (γ)
K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)
commutes up to conjugacy.
Proof. Let g : S1 → B(T ) be a loop representing γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x). Then jT ◦ g :
S1 → B(T )→ Y(T ) is a loop representing ξ ∈ π1(Y(T ),x). Using Proposition 4.2
and Lemma 4.5, we have the commutative diagram
K•(Bn
x
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)yΞ•(γ) yΦ˜•T (γ) yΦ•T (γ)
K•(Bn
x
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)
where Ξ•(γ) is the chain automorphism induced by ξ.
Denote the homology class of ξ in H1(Y(T )) by [ξ]. By Corollary 4.7, the in-
clusion iT : B(G)→ Y(T ) induces a surjection (iT )∗ : H1(B(G)) → H1(Y(T )). Let
y ∈ B(G) be a basepoint (the point x ∈ B(T ) is not in B(G) if T 6= G). Let Γ ∈
π1(B(G),y) be an element whose homology class [Γ] satisfies (iT )∗([Γ]) = [ξ]. Then
the chain automorphisms induced by (iT )#(Γ) ∈ π1(Y(T ),y) and ξ ∈ π1(Y(T ),x)
are conjugate, so we have the commutative diagram
K•(Bn
y
)
∼
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)y(iT )#(Γ)• yΞ•(γ) yΦ˜•T (γ) yΦ•T (γ)
K•(Bn
y
)
∼
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)
Recall that B(G) = Y(G). Over B(G) and Y(T ), we have bundles pG : E(G) →
B(G) and pT : E(T ) → Y(T ), each with fiber Eny, the complement of the Boolean
arrangement Bn
y
. Let G : S1 → B(G) be a loop representing Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y). It
is then readily checked that the pullbacks G∗(pG) and (iT ◦ G)∗(pT ) of the two
bundles above are identical. Consequently, the chain automorphisms Φ˜•G(Γ) and
(iT )#(Γ)
• of K•(Bn
y
) induced by Γ and (iT )#(Γ) are equal. This fact, together
with (4.4), yields the commutative diagram
K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)
σ•
y
−−−−→ K•(Bn
y
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
y
)
∼
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)yΦ•G(Γ) yΦ˜•G(Γ) y(iT )#(Γ)• yΦ˜•T (γ) yΦ•T (γ)
K•(Bn,ℓ
y
)
σ•
y
−−−−→ K•(Bn
y
)
id
−−−−→ K•(Bn
y
)
∼
−−−−→ K•(Bn
x
)
s•
x−−−−→ K•(Ax)
Since σq
y
= id : Kq(Bn,ℓ
y
)
=
−→ Kq(Bn,y) and Φ•G(Γ) = Φ˜
•
G(Γ) for q ≤ ℓ by Remark 4.3
and Proposition 4.4, and Kq(Bn,ℓ
y
) = Kq(Ax) = 0 for q > ℓ, this completes the
proof. 
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Given γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), we say that Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) is compatible with γ if their
homology classes satisfy (iT )∗([Γ]) = (jT )∗([γ]). The results established above
show that for every γ there exists a compatible Γ. A key tool in this paper is
the relationship between the automorphism Φ•T (γ) ∈ AutC K
•(Ax) for an arbi-
trary arrangement and the automorphism Φ•G(Γ) ∈ AutCK
•(Bn,ℓ
y
) for a general
position arrangement provided by Theorem 4.8 for compatible γ and Γ. This
relationship extends to cohomology. By Theorem 4.1, the representation ΨqT :
π1(B(T ),x) → AutC(H
q(Mx;Lx)) in cohomology is induced by the representation
Φ•T : π1(B(T ),x) → AutC(K
•(Ax)). Let s¯qx : H
q(En.ℓ
y
;Ly) → Hq(Mx;Lx) denote
the map in cohomology induced by s•
x
: K•(Bn,ℓ
y
) → K•(Ax). If Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y)
is compatible with γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), then Theorem 4.8 implies that, up to conju-
gacy, we have s¯q
x
◦ ΨqG(Γ) = Ψ
q
T (γ) ◦ s¯
q
x
for each q, 0 ≤ q ≤ ℓ. We will pursue the
implications of this relationship for Gauss-Manin connections in Section 7.
5. Compatible Classes
For the type G of general position arrangements, the closure of the moduli space
is B(G) = (CPℓ)n. Recall that points in (CPℓ)n are given by matrices x of the form
(3.1), and that ∆J (x) denotes the determinant of the submatrix of x with rows
specified by ℓ + 1 element subsets J = {j1, . . . , jℓ+1} of [n + 1] = {1, . . . , n + 1}.
The divisor D(G) = B(G) \ B(G) is given by D(G) =
⋃
J DJ , whose components,
DJ = {x ∈ (CP
ℓ)n | ∆J(x) = 0}, are irreducible hypersurfaces indexed by J .
Choose a basepoint y ∈ B(G), and for each ℓ+ 1 element subset J of [n+ 1], let
zJ be a generic point in DJ . Let ΓJ be a meridian loop based at y in B(G) about
the point zJ ∈ DJ . Note that y ∈ Y(T ) and that ΓJ is a (possibly null-homotopic)
loop in Y(T ) for any combinatorial type T .
Proposition 5.1. For any combinatorial type T , the homology group H1(Y(T )) is
generated by the classes {[ΓJ ] | J ∈ ind(T )}.
Proof. Given T , let Z =
⋃
J∈ind(T ) DJ , so that Y(T ) = (CP
ℓ)n \ Z. Denote by ΣZ
the singular set of Z, and let X = (CPℓ)n \ ΣZ and D = Z \ ΣZ. Consider the
corresponding Gysin sequence in homology with integer coefficients, as discussed in
[9, p. 46]. This sequence is of the form
· · · → Hk−1(D)
θ
−→ Hk(X \D)
i∗−→ Hk(X)→ Hk−2(D)
θ
−→ Hk−1(X \D)→ . . .
where i : X \D → X denotes the inclusion.
Since the complex codimension of ΣZ is at least two in (CPℓ)n, the inclusion of
X in (CPℓ)n induces an isomorphism H1(X) ≃ H1((CP
ℓ)n and thus H1(X) = 0.
So for small k, the above sequence is of the form
· · · → H2(X)→ H0(D)
θ
−→ H1(X \D)→ H1(X) = 0
The connected components of D = Z \ ΣZ are in one-to-one correspondence with
the irreducible components DJ of Z. Hence, H0(D) is free abelian, of rank equal to
the cardinality of ind(T ). A basis forH0(D) is given by the classes [zJ ], J ∈ ind(T ),
where zJ ∈ DJ is the generic point in DJ chosen above. Thus the classes θ([zJ ])
generate H1(X \D) = H1(Y(T )).
Finally, let T be a tubular neighborhood of D, and let p : ∂T → D denote the
projection from the boundary of T to D. Then the map θ : H0(D) → H1(X \D)
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is given by θ([z]) = [p−1(z)]. Since [p−1(zJ )] clearly coincides with [ΓJ ] up to sign
for each J , this completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.2. The homology group H1(B(G)) is generated by the classes [ΓJ ],
where J ranges over all ℓ+ 1 element subsets of [n+ 1].
For a combinatorial type T , recall that dep(T ) denotes the set of all ℓ+1 element
subsets J = {j1, . . . , jℓ+1} of [n+ 1] for which the determinant ∆J(x) vanishes for
x ∈ B(T ). If T is realizable, dep(T ) is the set of all J for which {Hj1 , . . . , Hjℓ+1} is
linearly dependent in the projective closure of an arrangementA of type T . Impose
a partial order on combinatorial types as follows: T ≥ T ′ ⇐⇒ dep(T ) ⊆ dep(T ′).
Note that the combinatorial type G of general position arrangements is the maximal
element with respect to this partial order.
Write T > T ′ if dep(T ) ( dep(T ′). In this case we define the relative dependence
set dep(T ′, T ) = dep(T ′) \ dep(T ). If T > T ′, we say that T covers T ′ and T ′ is
a degeneration of T if there is no combinatorial type T ′′ with T > T ′′ > T ′.
Lemma 5.3. The moduli space B(T ′) has complex codimension one in the closure
B(T ) of the moduli space B(T ) if and only if T covers T ′.
Proof. If B(T ′) is codimension one in B(T ), then clearly T covers T ′. Conversely,
if T covers T ′, then B(T ′) ⊂ B(T ) is defined by the vanishing of ∆J for any
J ∈ dep(T ′, T ). 
Recall that jT : B(T )→ Y(T ) denotes the natural inclusion.
Theorem 5.4. Let T be a combinatorial type which covers the type T ′. Let x′ be
a point in B(T ′), and γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) a simple loop in B(T ) about x
′. Then the
homology class [γ] satisfies
(jT )∗([γ]) =
∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )
mJ · [ΓJ ],(5.1)
where mJ is the order of vanishing of the restriction of ∆J to B(T ) along B(T ′).
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, the classes {[ΓJ ] | J ∈ ind(T )} generate H1(Y(T )). So
the image of [γ] ∈ H1(B(T )) in H1(Y(T )) is of the form (jT )∗([γ]) =
∑
mJ · [ΓJ ],
where the sum is over all J ∈ ind(T ), and mJ ∈ Z.
To determine the coefficientsmJ , let f = 0 be a local defining equation for B(T ′)
in B(T ) near x. By hypothesis, the winding number of f about γ is one:
1
2π i
∫
γ
df
f
= 1.
For each J ∈ ind(T ), let BJ be a disk with ∂BJ = γ, BJ ∩ B(T ′) = x′, and
BJ \ {x
′} ⊂ B(T ). Suppose also that FJ : (CP
ℓ)n → C defines the divisor DJ =
{∆J = 0} locally near x, and let jT : B(T ) → (CP
ℓ)n denote the inclusion of the
closure of B(T ) in (CPℓ)n. The coefficient mJ is then given by the winding number
of FJ ◦ jT about γ:
mJ =
1
2π i
∫
γ
d(FJ ◦ jT )
FJ ◦ jT
.
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If J ∈ ind(T ′)∩ ind(T ), then FJ (x′) 6= 0. So for such J , the restriction of FJ to
the disk BJ is never zero. Consequently, we have
∫
γ
d(FJ ◦ jT )/FJ ◦ jT = 0, and
thus mJ = 0 if J ∈ ind(T ′).
If J ∈ dep(T ′, T ), then the restriction, FJ ◦ jT , of FJ to B(T ) defines a hyper-
surface which contains B(T ′). So near x, we have FJ ◦jT = cf
m, where c ∈ C∗, and
m ∈ Z>0 is the order of vanishing of FJ ◦jT along B(T
′). Hence for J ∈ dep(T ′, T ),
the coefficient
mJ =
1
2π i
∫
γ
d(FJ ◦ jT )
FJ ◦ jT
=
1
2π i
∫
γ
d(cfm)
cfm
=
m
2π i
∫
γ
df
f
= m
is as asserted. 
Recall that we say Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) is compatible with γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) if the
homology classes [Γ] and [γ] satisfy (iT )∗([Γ]) = (jT )∗([γ]).
Corollary 5.5. If T covers T ′ and γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) is a simple loop in B(T )
about x′ ∈ B(T ′), then any loop Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) whose homology class satisfies the
condition [Γ] =
∑
J mJ · [ΓJ ] given by (5.1) is compatible with γ.
6. Nonresonant Weights
If L is a nontrivial rank one local system on the complement En,ℓ of a general
position arrangement Bn,ℓ in Cℓ, then the cohomology Hq(En,ℓ;L) vanishes in all
dimensions q except possibly q = ℓ. See [3, §7] for a proof of this fact using the com-
plex K•(Bn,ℓ). For an arbitrary arrangement A, a collection of weights λ and the
corresponding local system L are called nonresonant if the cohomology Hq(M;L)
vanishes in all dimensions q except possibly q = ℓ. We now recall a combinatorial
condition due to Schechtman, Terao, and Varchenko [20] which insures nonreso-
nance. An edge of an arrangement A is a nonempty intersection of hyperplanes in
A. An edge is called dense if the subarrangement of hyperplanes containing it is
irreducible: the hyperplanes cannot be partitioned into nonempty sets so that, after
a change of coordinates, hyperplanes in different sets are in different coordinates.
This is a combinatorially determined property, see [20]. For each edge X , define
λX =
∑
X⊆Hj
λj . Let A∞ = A∪Hn+1 be the projective closure of A, the union of
A and the hyperplane at infinity in CPℓ, see [18]. Set λn+1 = −
∑n
j=1 λj .
Theorem 6.1 ([20]). Let M be the complement of an essential arrangement A in
Cℓ of combinatorial type T . If L is a rank one local system on M whose weights λ
satisfy the condition
(STV) λX /∈ Z≥0 for every dense edge X of A∞,
then Hq(M;L) = 0 for q 6= ℓ and dimHℓ(M;L) = |χ(M)|, where χ(M) is the Euler
characteristic of M.
Thus the (STV)-condition implies nonresonance. In this paper, we call local
systems L whose weights λ satisfy the (STV)-condition T –nonresonant.
Remark 6.2. The hyperplanes are among the dense edges for any arrangement, and
are the only dense edges for a general position arrangement. Consequently, if λ is
T –nonresonant, then λ is G–nonresonant.
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Any collection of weights λ determines an element aλ =
∑n
j=1 λj aj ∈ A
1(A) in
the Orlik-Solomon algebra of A. Since aλ ∧ aλ = 0, multiplication by aλ defines a
differential on A(A). The resulting complex (A•(A), aλ∧) may be identified with a
subcomplex of the twisted de Rham complex of M with coefficients in L. Theorem
6.1 above may be established by showing that, for T –nonresonant weights λ, there is
an isomorphism H∗(M;L) ≃ H∗(A•(A), aλ∧) [10, 20], and that Hq(A•(A), aλ∧) =
0 for q 6= ℓ and dimHℓ(A•(A), aλ∧) = |χ(M)|, see [24].
For T –nonresonant weights, one can exhibit an explicit basis, the βnbc basis of
[11], for the single nonvanishing cohomology group Hℓ(M;L) ≃ Hℓ(A•(A), aλ∧).
Recall that the hyperplanes of A = {Hj}nj=1 are ordered. A circuit is an inclusion-
minimal dependent set of hyperplanes in A, and a broken circuit is a set S for
which there exists H < min(S) so that S ∪ {H} is a circuit. A frame is a maximal
independent set, and an nbc frame is a frame which contains no broken circuit.
Since A ⊂ Cℓ is essential, every frame has cardinality ℓ. An nbc frame B =
(Hj1 , . . . , Hjℓ) is a βnbc frame provided that for each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, there exists
H ∈ A such that H < Hjk and (B \ {Hjk}) ∪ {H} is a frame.
Let βnbc(A) be the set of all βnbc frames of A. Given B = (Hj1 , . . . , Hjℓ) in
βnbc(A), define ζ(B) ∈ Aℓ(A) by ζ(B) = ∧ℓp=1aλ(Xp), where Xp =
⋂ℓ
k=pHjk and
aλ(X) =
∑
X⊆Hi
λiai. Denote the cohomology class of ζ(B) in H
ℓ(A•(A), aλ∧) by
the same symbol.
Theorem 6.3 ([11]). Let M be the complement of an essential arrangement A in
Cℓ of combinatorial type T . If L is a rank one local system on M corresponding
to T –nonresonant weights λ, then the set {ζ(B) | B ∈ βnbc(A)} is a basis for the
only nontrivial local system cohomology group Hℓ(M;L) ≃ Hℓ(A•(A), aλ∧).
Example 6.4. If Bn,ℓ is a general position arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ,
then βnbc(Bn,ℓ) = {(Hj1 , . . . , Hjℓ) | 2 ≤ j1 < · · · < jℓ ≤ n}. For G–nonresonant
weights λ, it follows that the βnbc basis for Hℓ(En,ℓ;L) consists of monomials ηT =
λj1 · · ·λjℓaT , where T = {j1, . . . , jℓ}, 2 ≤ j1 < · · · < jℓ ≤ n, and aT = aj1∧· · ·∧ajℓ .
Theorem 6.5. For T –nonresonant weights λ, the map s : M → En induces a
surjection s∗ : Hℓ(En,ℓ,L)։ Hℓ(M;L).
Proof. The map s : M → En induces a surjection s∗ : A(Bn,ℓ) ։ A(A) by Propo-
sition 2.2. This is a chain map s∗ : (A•(Bn,ℓ), aλ∧) → (A•(A), aλ∧), as is readily
checked. So there is an induced map s¯ : Hℓ(A•(Bn,ℓ), aλ∧) → Hℓ(A•(A), aλ∧) in
cohomology.
By Remark 6.2, if λ is T –nonresonant, then λ is G–nonresonant. For such
weights, we have isomorphisms Hℓ(En,ℓ;L) ≃ Hℓ(A•(Bn,ℓ), aλ∧) and Hℓ(M;L) ≃
Hℓ(A•(A), aλ∧). Furthermore, the elements of the βnbc basis for Hℓ(A•(A), aλ∧)
are linear combinations of the monomials ηT , which form the βnbc basis for
Hℓ(A•(Bn,ℓ), aλ∧) as noted in Example 6.4. This fact, together with the surjectiv-
ity of the map s∗ : A(Bn,ℓ)։ A(A) completes the proof. 
This leads to the following consequence of Theorem 4.8.
Corollary 6.6. Let λ be a collection of T –nonresonant weights. If γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x)
and Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) are compatible, then the conjugacy class of the automorphism
ΨℓT (γ) ∈ AutC(H
ℓ(Mx;Lx)) is determined by ΨℓG(Γ) ∈ AutC(H
ℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)) and the
surjection s¯ℓ
x
: Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)։ Hℓ(Mx;Lx).
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7. Gauss-Manin Connections
The vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ), with fiber (πq)−1(x) = Hq(Mx;Lx) at
x ∈ B(T ), supports a Gauss-Manin connection corresponding to the representation
ΨqT : π1(B(T ),x) → AutC(H
q(Mx;Lx)). We now study this connection using
results of the previous section. In light of Corollary 6.6, for an arrangement A of
combinatorial type T , we focus on T –nonresonant weights and the case q = ℓ.
Over a manifold, there is a well known equivalence between local systems and
complex vector bundles equipped with flat connections, see [8, 16]. Let V → X be
such a bundle, with connection∇. The latter is a C-linear map∇ : E0(V)→ E1(V),
where Ep(V) denotes the complex p-forms on X with values in V, which satisfies
∇(fσ) = σdf + f∇(σ) for a function f and σ ∈ E0(V). The connection extends to
a map ∇ : Ep(V)→ Ep+1(V) for p ≥ 0, and is flat if the curvature ∇◦∇ vanishes.
Call two connections ∇ and ∇′ on V isomorphic if ∇′ is obtained from ∇ by a
gauge transformation, ∇′ = g ◦ ∇ ◦ g−1 for some g : X → Hom(V,V).
The aforementioned equivalence is given by (V,∇) 7→ V∇, whereV∇ is the local
system, or locally constant sheaf, of horizontal sections {σ ∈ E0(V) | ∇(σ) = 0}.
There is also a well known equivalence between local systems on X and finite di-
mensional complex representations of the fundamental group of X . Note that iso-
morphic connections give rise to the same representation. Under these equivalences,
the local system on X = B(T ) induced by the representation ΨqT corresponds to a
flat connection on the vector bundle πq : Hq → B(T ), the Gauss-Manin connection.
For T –nonresonant weights, the βnbc basis of Theorem 6.3 provides a basis
for each fiber Hℓ(Mx;Lx), independent of x. Thus the vector bundle πℓ : Hℓ →
B(T ) is trivial, see [11, 22]. Let γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x), and let g : S1 → B(T ) be
a representative loop. Pulling back the trivial bundle πℓ : Hℓ → B(T ) and the
Gauss-Manin connection ∇, we obtain a flat connection g∗(∇) on the trivial vector
bundle over the circle corresponding to the representation of π1(S
1, 1) = 〈ζ〉 = Z
given by ζ 7→ ΨℓT (γ). Specifying the flat connection g
∗(∇) amounts to choosing a
logarithm of ΨℓT (γ). The connection g
∗(∇) is determined by a connection 1-form
dz/z ⊗ ΩT (γ), where the connection matrix ΩT (γ) corresponding to γ satisfies
ΨℓT (γ) = exp(−2π i ΩT (γ)). If γ and γˆ are conjugate in π1(B(T ),x), then the
resulting connection matrices are conjugate, and the corresponding connections on
the trivial vector bundle over the circle are isomorphic. In this sense, the connection
matrix ΩT (γ) is determined by the homology class [γ] of γ.
Theorem 7.1. Let λ be a collection of T –nonresonant weights. If γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x)
and Γ ∈ π1(B(G),y) are compatible, then there is a commutative diagram
Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)
s¯ℓ
x−−−−→ Hℓ(Mx;Lx)yΩG(Γ) yΩT (γ)
Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)
s¯ℓ
x−−−−→ Hℓ(Mx;Lx)
Thus a Gauss-Manin connection matrix ΩT (γ) is determined by a Gauss-Manin
connection matrix ΩG(Γ) and the surjection s¯
ℓ
x
: Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly)։ Hℓ(Mx;Lx).
Proof. Choose a connection matrix ΩG(Γ) so that Ψ
ℓ
G(Γ) = exp(−2π i ΩG(Γ)). Since
s¯ℓ
x
: Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) → Hℓ(Mx;Lx) is surjective by Theorem 6.5, the endomorphism
ΩG(Γ) : H
ℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) → H
ℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) induces an endomorphism H
ℓ(Mx;Lx) →
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Hℓ(Mx;Lx), which we denote by ΩT (γ). We assert that ΩT (γ) is a connection
matrix for ΨℓT (γ). For this, by the above discussion, it suffices to show that
exp(−2π i ΩT (γ)) is conjugate to ΨℓT (γ).
By construction, we have s¯ℓ
x
◦ ΩG(Γ) = ΩT (γ) ◦ s¯ℓx. From this it follows that
s¯ℓ
x
◦ exp(−2π i ΩG(Γ)) = exp(−2π i ΩT (γ)) ◦ s¯ℓx. By Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 6.6,
up to conjugacy, we have s¯ℓ
x
◦ ΨℓG(Γ) = Ψ
ℓ
T (γ) ◦ s¯
ℓ
x
. Hence, exp(−2π i ΩT (γ)) is
conjugate to ΨℓT (γ). 
Next we need formulas of Aomoto and Kita [2], see also [18], for the Gauss-
Manin connection matrices in the case of general position arrangements. Let y ∈
B(G), and let Bn,ℓ
y
be the corresponding arrangement of type G, a general position
arrangement of n hyperplanes in Cℓ, with complement En,ℓ
y
. A system of weights
λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) is G–nonresonant if λj /∈ Z≥0 for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Recall
that λn+1 = −
∑n
j=1 λj . For such weights, the βnbc basis for the cohomology
group Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) with coefficients in the corresponding local system consists of
the monomials ηI = λi1 · · ·λiℓaI , where I = {i1, . . . , iℓ}, 2 ≤ i1 < · · · < iℓ ≤ n, and
aI = ai1 ∧ · · · ∧ aiℓ , see Example 6.4.
To state the results of Aomoto and Kita on the Gauss-Manin connection for gen-
eral position arrangements, we require some notation. We use the formulation of [18,
§10.3]. For J = {j1, . . . , jm}, write λJ =
∑
j∈J λj , and let Jp = {j1, . . . ĵp, . . . , jm}
for each p, 1 ≤ p ≤ m. If I, I ′ ⊂ [n], |I| = |I ′| = ℓ, and |I ∩ I ′| = ℓ − 1, let
ǫ(I, I ′) = (−1)p+q, where K = I ∪ I ′, I = Kp, and I ′ = Kq.
Theorem 7.2 ([2]). For G–nonresonant weights λ, the Gauss-Manin connection
on the (trivial) vector bundle πℓ : Hℓ → B(G) has connection 1-form∑
J⊂[n+1]
d logDJ ⊗ ΩG(ΓJ),
where the sum is over all subsets J of [n + 1] of cardinality ℓ + 1 and d logDJ
denotes a 1-form on (CPℓ)n with a simple logarithmic pole along the divisor DJ . The
connection matrices ΩG(ΓJ), acting on the βnbc basis {ηI | 2 ≤ i1 < · · · < iℓ ≤ n}
of Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly), are given by the following formulas.
1. If J ∩ {1, n+ 1} = ∅, then
ΩG(ΓJ )(ηI) =
{∑ℓ+1
p=1 ǫ(I, Jp)λJ\JpηJp if I ⊂ J ,
0 otherwise.
2. If J = J ′ ∪ {n+ 1}, where J ′ = {j1, . . . , jℓ}, 2 ≤ j1 < · · · < jℓ ≤ n, then
ΩG(ΓJ )(ηI) =

−
(∑
j∈[n]\I λj
)
ηI if I = J
′,
−ǫ(I, J ′)λI\I∩J′ηJ′ if |I ∩ J
′| = ℓ− 1,
0 otherwise.
3. If J ∩ {1, n+ 1} = {1}, then
ΩG(ΓJ )(ηI) =
{(∑
j∈J λj
)
ηI −
∑
|I∩I′|=ℓ−1 ǫ(I, I
′)λI\I∩I′ηI′ if I = J1,
0 otherwise.
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4. If J = J ′′ ∪ {1, n+ 1}, where J ′′ = {j2, . . . , jℓ}, 2 ≤ j2 < · · · < jℓ ≤ n, then
ΩG(ΓJ )(ηI) =
{
−λI\I∩JηI + λI\I∩J
∑
I∩I′=I∩J ǫ(I, I
′)ηI′ if J
′′ ⊂ I,
0 otherwise.
We combine these formulas with Theorem 5.4, Theorem 6.5, and Theorem 7.1
to obtain the main result of this paper. It is a combinatorial algorithm for cal-
culating Gauss-Manin connection matrices for an arbitrary combinatorial type T ,
and T –nonresonant weights, in terms of those for the type G of general position
arrangements. Let T be a combinatorial type which covers the type T ′. Let x′ be
a point in B(T ′), and γ ∈ π1(B(T ),x) a simple loop in B(T ) about x′. We agree to
write ΩT (T ′) in place of ΩT (γ) in this situation. Similarly, we write ΩG(J) in place
of ΩG(ΓJ ). Fix T –nonresonant (and hence G–nonresonant) weights λ. For x ∈ B(T )
and y ∈ B(G), by Theorems 6.1 and 6.3, the corresponding local system cohomology
groups of the fibers, Hq(Mx;Lx) and Hq(En,ℓy ;Ly), depend only on the combina-
torial types T and G and vanish for q 6= ℓ. So we write Hℓ(Mx;Lx) = Hℓ(T ) and
Hℓ(En,ℓ
y
;Ly) = Hℓ(G). Denote the βnbc bases of these local system cohomology
groups by βnbc(T ) and βnbc(G) respectively. This notation makes it clear that
a Gauss-Manin connection matrix depends only on the types involved and it is
obtained by a combinatorial formula.
Theorem 7.3. Let T be a combinatorial type which covers the type T ′. Let λ be a
collection of T –nonresonant weights, and let P (T ) be the matrix of the surjection
Hℓ(G) ։ Hℓ(T ) in the respective βnbc bases. Then a Gauss-Manin connection
matrix ΩT (T ′) is determined by the matrix equation
P (T ) · ΩT (T
′) =
( ∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )
mJ · ΩG(J)
)
· P (T ).
Illustrations of the algorithm provided by this result are presented in Section 8.
Remark 7.4. For an arbitrary combinatorial type T , and T –nonresonant weights λ,
Terao [22] shows that the Gauss-Manin connection on the bundle πℓ : Hℓ → B(T ) is
determined by a connection 1-form
∑
d logDj ⊗Ωj, where Ωj ∈ EndCH
ℓ(Mx;Lx),
each d logDj denotes a 1-form on B(T ) with a simple logarithmic pole along the
irreducible component Dj of the codimension one divisor D(T ) = B(T ) \ B(T ),
and the sum is over all such irreducible components. Theorem 7.3 computes the
Gauss-Manin connection matrices Ωj here. Since our work is local, our results are
independent of Terao’s global theorem.
Remark 7.5. Note that there are two floating inputs in Theorem 7.3: the (STV)-
condition, which ensures nonresonance, and the βnbc basis, which makes the sur-
jections explicit. Should more relaxed conditions for nonresonance be discovered,
and suitable cohomology bases be constructed, where the surjection may be made
explicit, our methods will apply equally well in the new setting.
For an arbitrary local system L of rank greater than one on the complement of
an arrangement of type T , the results presented here need not apply, since such a
local system is not in general induced by a local system on the complement of a
Boolean arrangement. However, if L is an abelian local system of arbitrary rank,
then L is induced by a local system on the complement of a Boolean arrangement.
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The methods of this paper may be applied in this generality in those instances
where L is nonresonant and a higher rank analogue of Theorem 6.5 holds.
In both of the above situations, analogues of the Aomoto-Kita formulas for G–
nonresonant weights, recorded in Theorem 7.2, would be required to express the
Gauss-Manin connection matrices for type T in terms of those for type G explicitly.
8. Examples
8.1. Codimension one. The moduli space B(T ) of a combinatorial type T of
essential arrangements of n hyperplanes in Cℓ is of codimension one in (CPℓ)n
if the cardinality of dep(T ) is one, dep(T ) = {K}, where K = {k1, . . . , kℓ+1},
1 ≤ k1 < · · · < kℓ+1 ≤ n + 1. For these types, the Gauss-Manin connection was
determined by Terao [22]. We now sketch how these results may be recovered using
the algorithm of Theorem 7.3.
There are two cases to consider: n + 1 /∈ K and n + 1 ∈ K. By permuting
hyperplanes, we may assume that K = [ℓ + 1] = {1, . . . , ℓ + 1} if n + 1 /∈ K, and
that K = [n − ℓ + 1, n + 1] = {n − ℓ + 1, . . . , n + 1} if n + 1 ∈ K. If n + 1 /∈ K,
we have βnbc(T ) = βnbc(G) \ {ηF }, where F = [2, ℓ+ 1] = {2, . . . , ℓ+1}, while if
n+1 ∈ K, βnbc(T ) = βnbc(G)\{ηL}, where L = [n−ℓ+1, n] = {n−ℓ+1, . . . , n}.
Denote the projection P (T ) : Hℓ(G)։ Hℓ(T ) of Theorem 7.3 by PF if n+ 1 /∈ K
and by PL if n+ 1 ∈ K. It is readily checked that these projections are given by
PF (ηI) = ηI if I 6= F , PL(ηI) = ηI if I 6= L,
PF (ηI) =
∑ℓ+1
j=2
∑n
q=ℓ+2(−1)
j+ℓ λj
λ[ℓ+1]
ηF q
j−1
if I = F , PL(ηI) = 0 if I = L,
where F qj−1 = Fj−1 ∪ {q} = {2, . . . , ĵ, . . . , ℓ+ 1, q} for ℓ+ 2 ≤ q ≤ n.
As shown by Terao [22], the moduli space B(T ) is smooth, and the irreducible
components of the divisor D(T ) = B(T ) \ B(T ) correspond to the combinatorial
types T ′ which are covered by T , and are characterized as follows:
(1) dep(T ′, T ) = {J}, where J ⊂ [n+ 1], |J | = ℓ+ 1, and |K ∩ J | ≤ ℓ− 1
(2) dep(T ′, T ) = {Kqp | q ∈ [n+ 1] \K} for each p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ+ 1
(3) dep(T ′, T ) = {Kqp | 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ + 1} for each q ∈ [n+ 1] \K
In types (2) and (3), Kqp = Kp ∪ {q} = {k1, . . . , k̂p, . . . , kℓ+1, q} for 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ + 1
and q ∈ [n+ 1] \K. If ℓ = 1, type (2) does not appear.
For each J ∈ dep(T ′, T ), the order of vanishing of the restriction of ∆J to
B(T ) along B(T ′) is equal to one, mJ = 1, see [18, §10.4]. By Theorem 7.3, a
corresponding Gauss-Manin connection matrix ΩT (T ′) ∈ EndC(Hℓ(T )) satisfies
P (T ) · ΩT (T
′) =
( ∑
J∈dep(T ′,T )
ΩG(J)
)
· P (T ),(8.1)
where P (T ) = PF if n+ 1 /∈ K and P (T ) = PL if n+ 1 ∈ K.
It is an exercise in linear algebra to recover Terao’s calculation of the connection
matrix ΩT (T ′) from [22]. We give several small, explicit examples next, and leave
this elementary, albeit lengthy, exercise in the general case to the interested reader.
Example 8.2. Let T be the combinatorial type of the arrangement A of 4 lines
in C2 depicted in Figure 1. Here B(T ) is codimension one in (CP2)4 = B(G).
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Figure 1. A Codimension One Arrangement and Three Degenerations
A collection of weights λ is T –nonresonant if λj (1 ≤ j ≤ 5), λ1+λ2+λ3 /∈ Z≥0.
For such weights, βnbc(T ) = {η2,4, η3,4}, and βnbc(G) = {η2,3, η2,4, η3,4}. The
projection P (T ) : H2(G)։ H2(T ) has matrix
P (T ) =
 −λ3λ1+λ2+λ3 λ2λ1+λ2+λ31 0
0 1
 .
The arrangements Aj in Figure 1 represent types T ′ = Tj corresponding to
irreducible components of the divisor D(T ) = B(T ) \ B(T ). The Gauss-Manin
connection matrices ΩT (Tj) are determined by Theorem 7.3 as follows.
(1) dep(T1, T ) = {345}, m345 = 1, ΩG(345) =
0 0 −λ20 0 λ2
0 0 −λ1 − λ2
,
=⇒ ΩT (T1) =
(
0 λ2
0 −λ1 − λ2
)
.
(2) dep(T2, T ) = {124, 125}, m124 = m125 = 1, ΩG(125) =
−λ3 −λ3 0
−λ4 −λ4 0
0 0 0
,
ΩG(124) =
 0 0 0λ4 λ1 + λ2 + λ4 λ2
0 0 0
 =⇒ ΩT (T2) =
(
λ1 + λ2 λ2
0 0
)
.
(3) dep(T3, T ) = {124, 134, 234}, m124 = m134 = m234 = 1,
ΩG(134) =
 0 0 00 0 0
−λ4 λ3 λ1 + λ3 + λ4
, ΩG(234) =
 λ4 −λ3 λ2
−λ4 λ3 −λ2
λ4 −λ3 λ2
,
=⇒ ΩT (T3) =
(
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 0
0 λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4
)
.
8.3. A Selberg arrangement. We conclude with an example of type S for which
B(S) has higher codimension in B(G). Let S be the combinatorial type of the
Selberg arrangement A in C2 with defining polynomial
Q(A) = u1u2(u1 − 1)(u2 − 1)(u1 − u2)
depicted in Figure 2. See [1, 21, 15] for detailed studies of the Gauss-Manin con-
nections arising in the context of Selberg arrangements.
A collection of weights λ is S–nonresonant if
λj (1 ≤ j ≤ 6), λ1 + λ2 + λ6, λ1 + λ3 + λ5, λ2 + λ4 + λ5, λ3 + λ4 + λ6 /∈ Z≥0.
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Figure 2. A Selberg Arrangement and One Degeneration
For such weights, βnbc(S) = {η2,4, η2,5}, βnbc(G) = {ηi,j | 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 5}, and
the projection P (S) : H2(G)։ H2(S) is given by
P (S)(ηi,j) =

−η2,4 − η2,5 if {i, j} = {2, 3},
ηi,j if {i, j} = {2, 4} or {2, 5},
0 if {i, j} = {3, 4},
(λ3λ5−λ2λ5)η2,4−(λ2λ3+λ3λ4+λ2λ5)η2,5
λ2(λ1+λ3+λ5)
if {i, j} = {3, 5},
−λ5η2,4+λ4η2,5
λ2
if {i, j} = {4, 5}.
The arrangement A′ in Figure 2 represents one type S ′ covered by S. Here
dep(S ′,S) = {134, 145, 234, 235, 345, 356, 456}. Since lines 3, 4, and 5 coincide in
type S ′, the order of vanishing of the restriction of ∆345 to B(S) along B(S ′) is
m345 = 2. For all other J ∈ dep(S ′,S), we have mJ = 1. Theorem 7.3 yields
ΩS(S
′) =
(
λ3 + λ4 + λ5 0
0 λ3 + λ4 + λ5
)
.
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